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2016 is an exciting time for Travel Advisors of 
Los Gatos, as we celebrate our 54th Anniversary.

Each client who books a cruise or tour with us 
will receive a drawing ticket for every $1,000 spent. This means  
that YOU, our wonderful client, will have many chances to win a 
valuable prize.

As an extra bonus, you will receive DOUBLE TICKETS when 
you recommend friends or family members and they make a new 
cruise or tour booking with us. We will give you the same number  
of tickets for the drawing that they receive. Just have them tell us 
that you sent them.

The last celebration’s list of great prizes included a Crystal Cruise, 
seven days for two people; 14-day Azamara Club Cruise in Asia  
for two; seven-night Club Med package in the Caribbean for two; 
plus great hotel stays and gift baskets. Contact us for the details.

Ed Stahl and staff

PRESIDENT’S CORNER 
by Ed Stahl

PRIZES! PRIZES! BE ONE OF OUR LUCKY WINNERS

ALWAYS CHECK OUR PRICING & COMPLIMENTARY EXTRAS.

AmaWaterways European river cruise

Club Med tropical paradise

South Pacific escape Regent Seven Seas luxury cruise
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FATHOM BECOMES FIRST CRUISE 
LINE TO SAIL FROM THE U.S. TO CUBA 
   In March of this year, Cuba officially signed an 
authorization agreement with Carnival Corporation 
allowing the first cruise ship to enter the island nation 
from the United States in more than half a century. 
   Carnival Corporation’s new Fathom brand is now 
accepting reservations for the 704-passenger luxury 
cruise ship Adonia, sailing to Cuba every other week 
on seven-night itineraries that include port calls in 
Havana, Cienfuegos and Santiago de Cuba.  
   The itinerary is authorized under current people-
to-people travel guidelines as set forth by the U.S. 
government. As a Fathom traveler, you’ll have the 
opportunity to interact with the artists, musicians, 
business owners and families who make up the fabric 
of Cuban society. 

LUXURIOUS NEW SEVEN SEAS 
EXPLORER® SETTING SAIL IN JULY
   Luxury, all-inclusive cruise line Regent Seven Seas 
Cruises® introduces its newest ship in the fleet this 
summer. Beginning July 20, Seven Seas Explorer will 
sail along the azure waters of the Mediterranean Sea. 
Ship guests will have the opportunity to visit several 
UNESCO World Heritage sites in exotic destinations 
as part of the included amenity of FREE Unlimited 
Shore Excursions in every port of call.
   Hailed as the most luxurious ship ever built, the 
Explorer boasts the largest suite balconies at sea and 
one of the highest space ratios in the cruise industry. 
A recently announced collection of Gourmet 
Explorer Tours will enhance and expand upon the 
curriculum offered at the Culinary Arts Kitchen 
aboard the ship by providing adventures that allow 

guests to explore the destination and local culture 
through its epicurean offerings. 
   On November 16, 2016 the Explorer will traverse 
course and begin making Caribbean sailings from 
Miami. 

ROYAL CARIBBEAN INTRODUCES 
THE NEW OVATION OF THE SEAS®

   Royal Caribbean Cruise Line officially took 
delivery of its 24th cruise ship in April. This June 
begins the official homeport sailing season for the 
4,180-passenger Ovation of the Seas®, with itineraries 
that sail through China and depart from Tianjin. 
   Ovation and its three sister ships in Royal 
Caribbean’s Quantum class feature first-at-sea 
amenities including the North Star, an observation 
capsule that gently rises more than 300 feet in the air to 
treat guests to breathtaking panoramic views; thrilling 
skydiving and surfing experiences; Two70, a daily 
social space which transforms into a multifunctional 
entertainment place in the evening; and SeaPlex, the 
largest indoor activity space at sea, which includes 
basketball, roller-skating, bumper cars, and more.

EPCOT® AND DISNEY’S ANIMAL 
KINGDOM® FEATURE NEW 
EXPERIENCES THIS SUMMER
  visitors to Epcot® at Walt Disney World® resort can 
now enjoy a new attraction at the Norway Pavilion – 
the Frozen Forever After boat ride. Guests on the ride 
visit Elsa’s ice palace and hear songs from the movie, 
including new lyrics by the Oscar-winning “Let It Go” 
songwriters. Guests visiting Epcot® will also be able to 
experience Soarin’ Around the World.
   at Disney’s Animal Kingdom®, Sunset Kilimanjaro 
Safaris is expanding to include a nighttime schedule 
that leads visitors through Africa’s savanna, while 
introducing African wild dogs and hyenas to the 
park. Also new is “Rivers of Light,” an innovative 
entertainment experience set along Discovery River.

SWITZERLAND OPENS LONGEST 
TRAIN TUNNEL IN THE WORLD
   Swiss construction company AlpTransit Gotthard 
Ltd. has just completed construction of the world’s 
longest and deepest train tunnel – Gotthard Base Tunnel 
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– traveling 57 kilometers to a depth of up to 2,300 
meters below the Gotthard Massif mountain range. 
   The tunnel, which took 17 years to build, allows for 
efficient and sustainable transportation, and permits 
high-speed travel through the Alps. With speeds 
reaching up to 250 kilometers per hour, the travel 
time from one end of the tunnel to the other takes just 
20 minutes. This brings Switzerland’s neighboring 
countries closer together and makes travel within 
the Alps more convenient – reducing travel times 
between cities by up to one hour. 

BUSCH GARDENS WILLIAMSBURG 
TURNS UP THE HEAT ON SUMMER FUN
   Summer is the season for thrills and chills at Busch 
Gardens Williamsburg and Water Country USA. Dare 
to take on Tempesto, Busch Gardens’ newest roller 
coaster, or experience a new evening show, “All For 
One,” in the park’s outdoor Royal Palace Theatre. The 
show is a contemporary spin on the classic French tale 
of the Three Musketeers, as audiences join the trio on a 
quest to save king and country. This live performance 
embraces new technology and takes advantage of the 
night sky to bring guests into the story. 
   The park has also opened a new international 
market-style restaurant for a relaxing dining 
experience. The theme of the eatery is based on the 
travels of Marco Polo and features classic Italian, 
Mediterranean and Asian entrees, salad and dessert 
stations. Beer aficionados will delight in a new craft 
beer room inside Das Festhaus, serving 30 local and 
regional craft beers.

As to Disney artwork, logos, and properties: ©Disney
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AUTUMN IN NEW YORK
While Manhattan is a beautiful, busy 

menagerie of culture and activity, New 
York life extends to the city’s four other boroughs 
and throughout the state. Boasting small ethnic 
enclaves, natural – and manmade – wonders, quaint 
mountain towns and an endless list of activities 
September through November in New York, when 
the leaves change color and the weather becomes 
crisp, is the most wonderful time of the year.

Niagara Wonder
   The beauty of Niagara Falls is accentuated by 
cooler days during the latter part of the year. While 
many locals debate the beauty of the falls’ American 
versus Canadian sides, Niagara Falls is an alluring 
natural wonder that will leave an impression 
regardless of the vantage point.
   Since 1846, the Maid of the Mist has welcomed 
travelers to the area and today leads visitors to the 
beautiful, yet powerful, marvel of the falls. Though 
the service closes as the calendar winds into winter, 
tours are available until the first week of November 
for brave travelers who don’t mind a chill in the mist 
from the nearly 600,000 gallons of water that spill 
over the falls every second. 

All About Albany
   New York’s state capital has rich history in 
American colonial settlement. In the 16th century, the 
French preceded Dutch settlement, which followed 
during the 1600s. Learn about the region’s cultural 
influences by taking a Dutch Apple Cruise tour, 
which sails along the Hudson River. Contemporary 
Albany life includes many artistic influences, evident 
in the spaces dedicated to the fine arts. While in 
town, take in a performance at one of the city’s many 
theatres including The Barn and Park Playhouse. 
   Approximately a one-hour drive from Albany sits 
Cooperstown, home to the Baseball Hall of Fame. 
Baseball fanatics can choose one of the facility’s 
specialty tours, such as a personalized visit that is 
custom designed to highlight accomplishments of a 
favorite team, or choose Extra Innings Overnights, a 
museum sleepover experience for children ages 7-12 
and their parents. 

Beautiful Binghamton
   Life in mountainous Binghamton affords many 
opportunities to explore the outdoors. Take a foliage 
walk through one of the city’s many parks including 
Otsiningo, Port Dickinson, the 420-acre Greenwood 
Park, and Confluence Park – the perfect starting 
point to join River Walk. The town’s bohemian feel 
is fed by the local college influence of Binghamton 
University, street fairs and performance art spaces.
   No other activity represents autumn in New York 
State like apple picking. Apple Hills is a one-stop 
fruit-picking experience. Offering opportunities 
to visitors who want to harvest their own fruit, 
Apple Hills is an orchard and café that provides 
opportunities to gather different seasonal produce 
depending on the time of year. During autumn, 
New York State transforms into apple country, 
beautifully complemented by changing leaves and 
crisp temperatures. Visit Apple Hills early in the 
day to harvest the state fruit and relax in The Apple 
Dumpling Café for breakfast or lunch to celebrate 
this magical time of year in New York.

More than Manhattan
   While New York City’s most well-known island 
receives a lot of recognition, four additional boroughs – 
Brooklyn, the Bronx, Queens and Staten Island – afford 
experiences unique to their neighborhoods. 
   Walking over the Brooklyn Bridge from Manhattan 
is the most affordable method of traveling between the 
two boroughs and leaves travelers in Brooklyn Heights, 
near the charming neighborhood of Carroll Gardens. 
Don’t forget to visit Coney Island’s Luna Park for a 
step back in time and ride on the rickety Cyclone, a 
wooden rollercoaster built in 1927, whose dilapidated 
condition is one of its most thrilling characteristics.
   Though the Bronx loves Yankees baseball, historical 
New York roots hold together the borough. Visit areas 
such as Arthur Avenue – which claims to be New York’s 
real Little Italy, the New York Botanical Garden, Bronx 
Museum of Arts, and City Island Historical Society and 
Nautical Museum to experience the real Bronx. 
   Fun-loving New Yorkers head to Astoria for eating, 
drinking and a more authentic urban experience. 
The neighborhood’s Greek immigrant influence still 
runs deep as young professionals and families have 
moved in, seeking a cheaper cost of living while still 
maintaining the New York City atmosphere. 
   The famous Staten Island Ferry, which departs from a 
terminal located on Manhattan’s southern end, remains 
one of the best deals in town, as its free fare and route 
that passes the Statue of Liberty offers a view of one of 
the country’s most beloved landmarks at an unbeatable 
price. History buffs will enjoy visits to the Alice 
Austen House, which celebrates this great American 
photographer, and the Conference House, the late 17th-
century era home that served as the September 11, 1776 
meeting place of Revolution-era American Colonial and 
British peacemakers.

By Dorothy Crouch

Central Park, Manhattan The Conference House, Staten Island

Niagara Falls in autumn
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ROLLING ON THE RIVER CRUISE

ONBOARD FOR BOATING IN ASIA

The cultures and landscapes of Asia vary greatly, 
therefore cruising through the area is an excellent 
method of experiencing this enigmatic region. Sailing 
with Avalon Waterways, Intrepid Travel, Tauck or 
Viking River Cruises affords travelers the comforts 
of home while exploring an array of communities, 
from exciting metropolises to mysterious villages. 
Visit pagodas, floating marketplaces and seemingly 
untouched beaches.

Over the last few years, tourism to Myanmar has 
skyrocketed as the country transitions to a freer  
nation following repressive rule under a military  
regime. With plans for a new international airport to  
be completed within the next decade and cruise  
providers selling alluring itineraries, Myanmar is  
Southeast Asia’s most recent hotspot haven. In  
Yangon, formerly the capital that was known as  
Rangoon, explore the city’s political landmarks, such 
as the High Court and City Hall. Home to the Buddha-
era Sule Pagoda and Shwedagon Pagoda, which is 
Myanmar’s most important religious attraction, Yangon 
blends the modern and ancient characteristics that give 
promise for a fruitful future in this country. 

Myanmar’s Irrawaddy River – its largest – affords 
access to some of the country’s most fascinating 
regions, such as the villages of Kyun Daw, Tigyang, 
Kya Hnyat and Kyauk Myaung. As visitors sail the 
Irrawaddy, they will spend a bit of time in these 
smaller villages, often arriving in the popular city 
of Mandalay. This city, Myanmar’s second only to 
Yangon in size, is home to the royal palace, a site that 
most resembles a city whose walls create distinctive 
borders within Mandalay. The Swendandaw  
Monastery’s tale is one of resiliency, and perhaps 
magical blessings, as its survival during World  
War II bombings made it the one major portion from 
the original royal palace. Known for its detailed  
carvings, it is located at Mandalay Hill, which is 
home to monasteries, pagodas and temples. 

Sailing along the longest river in Asia and third 
farthest-reaching river in the world reveals soaring 
cliffs, majestic mountains and an unmatched river-
cruise experience. Pouring into the East China Sea, 
the Yangtze River is an important global route used 
for trade and tourism. Evidence shows that humans 
have lived along the river for 27,000 years. The 
Yangtze’s Three Gorges has evolved to become a 
popular attraction for tourist cruising. Measuring  

75 miles, the Three Gorges region comprises Qutang 
Gorge, Wu Gorge and Xiling Gorge. While each 
Gorge offers distinctive characteristics, Qutang’s 
beauty sets apart this particular area from the rest. 

Along the Yangtze, visitors will have a glimpse into 
the modern Chinese lifestyle, which blends with the 
past through its architecture, cuisine and culture. Visit 
the Ghost City of Fengdu, which is home to shrines, 
temples and monasteries. According to legend, it  
is here that the King of Hell, Yama, resides and 
chooses visitors who are worthy of nothing other  
than spending eternity in hell. Seemingly ominous, 
the journey attracts visitors from around the world 
who are impressed with the traditional Chinese  
architecture and afterlife beliefs. 

SOPHISTICATED EUROPEAN SAILINGS

Cruise lines such as Uniworld Boutique River 
Cruise Collection, Tauck and AMAWaterways offer 
unique itineraries with superb five-star amenities 
aboard intimate, luxurious European cruise ships. 
These itineraries simplify travel through Europe, yet 
guests sail through the middle of the most exciting 
cities, connecting with these destinations on a  

Away from the bustle of busy highways and hustle of city streets, river cruising allows travelers to enjoy tranquil journeys  
along serene rivers through beautiful landscapes. Experienced travelers agree that a river cruise is one of the most enjoyable  
and hassle-free ways to explore the world’s most popular sites. 

Travel along the famous rivers of Europe, such as the Rhine and Danube; Asia’s mystique-laden waterways, including the 
Irrawaddy and Yangtze; or the United States’ energizing Mississippi to discover fascinating history and authentic experiences  
with comprehensive sightseeing. Independent travelers can also venture out on their own to uncover the hidden, lesser-known  
treasures of the world’s major urban centers.

Yagntze River

Avalon Waterways, Avalon Myanmar Viking River Cruises, Durnstein, Austria
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ROLLING ON THE RIVER CRUISE By 
Frances O’Keefe

personal journey of discovery through Europe.
In France, cruise the Seine from Paris through  

the heart of Normandy, the Marne from Paris to  
Épernay, or the Garonne from Bordeaux to the  
country’s lush wine regions. The Garonne River 
was once known as an essential inland shipping 
route used to transport many goods, including the 
region’s wine. Through Spain, the Garonne flows into 
Bordeaux’s Gironde estuary. Winding through quaint 
French towns, including Pauillac, the river makes its 
way into Bordeaux’s wine region, along the Médoc 
wine route, passing exquisite wineries and vineyards, 
such as Châteaux d’Arsac. Rhone cruises take visitors 
through the heart of Provence and Burgundy and into 
the splendor of southern France.

Enjoy a leisurely sailing through the Schelde and 
Lys rivers, as well as the canals of Holland and  
Belgium. Travel from Amsterdam to Antwerp,  
admiring the unique beauty of remote country  
regions with windmills, tulip fields in full bloom and 
grand medieval cities. One of Amsterdam’s most 
extraordinary features is the city’s intricate canal 
system. Designated as a UNESCO world heritage  
site in 2010, construction on the first of the canal’s 
concentric routes began in the early 17th century.  
Sailing through the canals is a popular activity  
for visitors to the city, as it affords an incredible  
perspective, not available when exploring most cities.

In Central and Eastern Europe, make the journey 
along the Elbe from Hamburg to Prague, through 
Eastern Germany and the Czech Republic, which 
boasts exquisitely preserved castles and palaces.  
During a sailing along the Danube from Passau, 
which borders Austria and the Czech Republic,  
experience a city that dates back more than  
2,500 years.

European river cruising is unlike the large-ship  
experiences of trans-oceanic sailing through the  
Atlantic or Pacific. The intimacy and luxury of  
these experiences complements the rich cultures  
and fantastic historical tales of Europe’s most  
alluring regions.
 

THE AMERICAN WATERWAY

As European river cruising has remained popular, 
many travelers have overlooked the proud heritage 
linked to river cruising within the United States.  
In recent years, this trend has shifted as American 
river cruise companies improved their offerings by 
reviving the traditional charm of Americana. 

The American Queen Steamboat Company’s  
American Queen boasts Victorian-style staterooms 
that include superior and deluxe suites or budget-
friendly quarters. Staterooms offer period-style 
bathrooms with modern amenities, and most include 
a shower and bathtub.

American Queen voyages take passengers along  
the Mississippi River to towns that capture the 

essence of Southern hospitality and traditional 
Americana. Choosing American river cruising allows 
travelers to tap into the culture that influenced the 
country’s development. 

Journeys on the American Queen include ports of 
call in popular cities and smaller, hidden American 
towns. The ship sails year round, yet the holidays 
provide an atmosphere that is incomparable to sailings 
during any other season. Prior to sailing, a stay at 
Nashville’s Opryland Hotel, where each year they  
celebrate A Country Christmas by decorating the  
property with more than two million lights, horse-
drawn carriage rides, an outdoor nativity display and 
visits with Santa Claus, sets the ideal holiday tone. 

In large cities, such as Memphis and Baton Rouge, 
guests can venture out to experience the values and 
pride that allowed these cities to develop their strong 
roots of American heritage. Visiting heritage sites 
including old plantations, museums and areas of 
historic importance allows travelers to understand the 
components of American history. 

The American Queen’s final stop in New Orleans 
is an exciting end to this Mississippi River adventure. 
Though passengers disembark in this city, there is no 
reason to end the journey. The historic French Quarter  
can be toured with a group or enjoyed by walking 
through the neighborhood to see attractions such as 
Gallier House, Le Petit Theatre, French market, or 
learn to create regional specialties at the New Orleans 
School of Cooking. 

Sailing on a river cruise affords experiences that 
aren’t possible on a land-only tour. The slow pace of 
travel aboard a ship allows travelers to slow down 
and fully enjoy the entire adventure, while still  
experiencing all the popular sites and attractions of 
port cities. 

As European river cruising  

has remained popular, many travelers 

have overlooked the proud  

heritage linked to river cruising  

within the United States.

Uniworld Boutique River Cruise Collection, al fresco dining American Queen Steamboat Company, American Queen
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ESCAPE TO THE CARIBBEAN

Discover the Beauty of 
JAMAICA 
   This island paradise sets the stage for romance, but 
it’s also a wonderful family getaway, with exceptional 
all-inclusive resorts offering plenty of activities. 
   Jamaica is known for its laid-back lifestyle. Music 
flows freely through the open-air markets where 
shoppers can find a variety of handmade goods and 
sample Jamaican cuisine.
   In Ocho Rios, climb Dunn’s River Falls with 
a congenial guide who will snap photos as you 
challenge the falls. In Port Antonio, ride down the 
Rio Grande River. It’s a relaxing six-mile journey on 
a bamboo raft that takes you through the lush bush 
areas of the island.
   For a breathtaking panorama of Jamaica’s lush 
forest, visit Caves of Nunsuch and Athenry Gardens 
in Port Antonio. Not too far away is Blue Lagoon, 
also known as the Blue Hole. This deep sinkhole 
brings cold water from underground, turns the water 
inky blue, and provides the perfect aquatic platform 
for water-skiing, snorkeling, scuba diving and glass-
bottom boat rides.

ST. BARTHS
Seclusion Found
   Little St. Barthelemy, nicknamed St. Barths, has a 
big reputation for glamorous visitors – Mick Jagger, 
Queen Beatrix and Jackie Onassis being among them. 
But despite its popularity with celebrities, the island 
remains relatively quiet and retains a strong sense of 
self, with a laid-back attitude, casual ambiance and 
more than a glimmer of French chic. 
   St. Barth’s tiny population of some 3,000 residents 
represents an interesting blend of French and Swedish 
cultures. Though the island is now under France’s 
rule, it once belonged to Sweden (1784-1878).
   In Gustavia, St. Barths largest town, street signs 
appear in both French and Swedish. Wrapped around 
a picturesque harbor where sailboats, fishing vessels 
and luxury yachts glisten in the sun, Gustavia is a 
favorite spot for soaking up the scenic beauty of the 
island. Its quaint streets are filled with small shops, 
cafes and markets.  
   Merely eight square miles, St. Barths does not 
take long to explore, but the terrain of the island 
is hilly and rugged – best seen by open-air Jeep-
style vehicles. Roads are narrow and steep, but well 

marked. The views are spectacular. 
   While nightlife is virtually nonexistent in St. 
Barths, the island is known for its sumptuous 
cuisine. Evenings are most often spent lazily sipping 
champagne and dining on local seafood or French 
specialties, or simply strolling along one of the many 
beaches and gazing at the stars. 

Beachy Fun In 
PUNTA CANA 
   For beach lovers, the island nation of the 
Dominican Republic is quickly building a reputation 
as one of the most beautiful and interesting 
destinations in the Caribbean. 
   On the east coast lies Punta Cana. This is the place 
to be if you’re looking for an all-inclusive resort 
set on one of the most picturesque beaches in the 
world. This region is often referred to as the coconut 
coast due to its hundreds of swaying coconut palms 
scattered along 30 miles of fine white sand. Most 
Punta Cana resorts are low-rise; the grounds are lush 
and tropical with foliage, lagoons and palm trees 
along with peacocks, flamingos, ducks, parrots and 
other wildlife that stroll the resorts’ grounds.
   The colorful waters of Punta Cana’s beaches are 
ideal for surfing, jet skiing, scuba diving, boating 
and fishing. Onshore, just as many activities can be 

In the Caribbean, languid days prevail and life’s 
problems seem to magically melt away under the 
midday sun. With long stretches of white-sand 
beaches, clear cerulean waters and many fabulous 
resorts, the Caribbean islands offer more than 
enough to lure pleasure seekers. Stir up some 
adventure or simply sink into a hammock – it’s 
your choice at any of these island favorites.

By Gretchen Zauner Arenal Volcano

Diving in the Cayman Islands

enjoyed, including horseback riding, jeep safaris, 
helicopter tours and zip lining. This is also a golfer’s 
destination, with 11 courses scattered along the strip.

GRAND CAYMAN & BONAIRE
A Diver’s Paradise 
   For decades, divers have flocked to the Caribbean, 
delving into the ocean’s warm, crystal-clear waters, 
which display spectacular coral reefs and amazing 
marine life.  
   What visitors have discovered on Grand Cayman 
are miles of sheer coral walls, brilliantly colored 
tropical fish, canyons and chasms, coral tunnels, 
caves, shipwrecks, and seemingly endless visibility. 
Divided into six dive regions, Grand Cayman has 
more than 70 named boat and beach dive sites.
   Bonaire, which lies off the coast of Venezuela, is 
ringed by beautiful white-sand beaches, turquoise 
waters and a national underwater park.
   Scuba divers rank Bonaire’s waters among some 
of the finest in the Caribbean and in the world. 
The 112-square-mile island is a coral reef that has 
remained pristine thanks to the Bonaire government, 
which in 1979 established the Bonaire Marine Park. 
More than 80 dive sites can be found here, with the 
most distant only about a one-hour boat ride away.

Jamaica
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ESCAPE TO THE CARIBBEAN AROUND THE WORLD FOR HAUTE CUISINE
By Dorothy Crouch

Helena, which are home to some of the area’s most 
successful wineries and Michelin-starred restaurants.  
To experience Napa extravagance at its most indulgent, 
visit Thomas Keller’s French Laundry or exquisite 
Bouchon. Before fading into a food-and-wine coma, 
find respite in Calistoga, a region of Napa’s north 
country, known for its soothing geothermal hot springs 
and volcanic mud baths that can be best appreciated at 
one of the sophisticated town’s local spas. 

JAPAN’S 
TRADITIONAL FLAvOR
   Boasting thousands of years’ experience developing its 
cuisine, Japan’s flavors pop with the excitement of 
Tokyo, yet provide Japanese tradition as historic as 
Okinawa. Visitors can learn to create traditional dishes, 
such as soba noodles, or learn proper sushi-making 
practices. While Japanese beer is popular in the United 
States, visiting a sake brewery is integral to a culinary 
tour of the country. Following a long day of sightseeing, 
sitting for a kaiseki meal is recommended, as not only 
the food, but also preparation techniques, are an 
attraction. In Kyoto, engage in obanzai ryori, a method 

Travelers are no longer eating to simply 
sustain themselves during long journeys; 
they are traveling to eat the purest 
examples of regional cuisine in the most 
intimate settings. 

of preparing food that is spiritual and soothing, yet rooted 
in strict tradition. Before heading home, serious 
travelers must experience a traditional teahouse, which 
includes ceremonious preparation by dedicated locals. 
Visiting tea fields is a unique educational experience 
that allows travelers to witness the entire process of 
cultivating this important Japanese product, at the 
source in beautiful fields. 

DELICIOUS FARE IN 
THE ITALIAN ALPS
   Located in the country’s northeast, Italy’s Dolomites are 
associated with outdoor activities and extreme sports, 
such as skiing, mountain climbing, hiking, cycling and 
BASE jumping. Many outsiders might not imagine this 
popular sports enclave within the Italian Alps is also 
home to some of the world’s finest cuisine, yet this 
UNESCO World Heritage site fuels the appetites of 
explorers who visit the region. Sample cheeses from the 
Fiemme and Fassa valleys, such as tosèla primiero, fontal 
and alpine butter in raw cream. Pair these rich regional 
specialties with wines produced with white nosiola or red 
teroldego rotaliano or marzemino grapes. For pure 
mountain indulgence, visit the five-star Relais & 
Châteaux property Rosa Alpina Hotel & Spa, which was 
chosen as 2010’s Best Hotel Spa in Europe, Asia Minor 
and Russian Federation by Condé Nast Traveller readers. 

   As culinary travel gains momentum, the number of 
tour companies offering food-focused itineraries 
continues to grow. Through outfitters such as 
Epitourean, Whole Journeys and Intrepid Travel, 
travelers can indulge in the finest restaurants of a 
particular region, receive an education regarding the 
best wine pairings to complement local cuisine and – on 
certain journeys – take cooking classes for the most 
suitable souvenir to remember this style of travel. 
During culinary travel, be certain to fully appreciate the 
role cuisine plays in different regions, as food is 
necessary to live, yet it also brings together 
communities, families and visitors. 

Sidewalk café in Buenos Aires, Argentina

as travel evolves to accommodate growing interest in 
authentic experiences and journeys, timid travelers 

will seek more adventure, while the brave explorers will 
crave fresh, untapped destinations. The growing culinary 
adventure industry can sate almost any travel appetite, as 
everyone loves good food and avid travelers are always 
on the lookout for the next authentic regional cuisine 
hotspot during visits to new destinations. Indulge in 
culinary travel for a taste of the good life. 

AN APPETITE 
FOR ARGENTINA
   Known worldwide for its exquisite Malbec, superb 
European-inspired South American cuisine and 
impressive landscapes, Argentina is ripe for the culinary 
travel picking. While many tourists flock to Buenos 
Aires and Iguazu Falls, culinary-driven travelers descend 
upon Mendoza for a taste of Argentina’s wine region. 
While Malbec rules the country’s international wine 
trade, Mendoza boasts an ideal climate for cultivating 
Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay and Bonarda in vast, 
sprawling vineyards, surrounded by the snowcapped 
Andes Mountains, including Aconcagua, which reaches 
nearly 23,000 feet into the sky.

NAPA CUISINE NOW!
   Sitting approximately 70 miles from the busy bustle 
of San Francisco, Napa Valley welcomes visitors to 
indulge in the quality of life that affords luxurious 
serenity that can only be found in the sweet simplicity 
of quaint, yet refined, towns. While Napa receives 
much of the region’s fame, the valley comprises 
additional small towns, including Yountville and St. 

Dining on Garda Lake, Italy

Napa Valley, California Sushi bar – Tokyo, Japan
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TRAVEL AND VACATION PROTECTION. DON’T BE WITHOUT IT! 
Vacations can take months to plan and only hours to ruin if you have to cancel a trip or if you get sick while 

traveling. Protect your travel investment with insurance. It’s reasonable and covers all trip interruptions. 

Even if you have 
booked your trip 

elsewhere, call us.

56 N. Santa Cruz Ave., Los Gatos, CA 95030 • (408) 354-6531 • (800) 446-8644 • 
FAX: (408) 354-3871 • E-mail: info@tadvisor.com
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For all of your Disney vacation needs contact 

ERIC MURKEN 
Your vacation and cruises experts at Travel Advisors.

408-354-6531 x 228

Let the Magic Begin!
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8-DAY • RHINE GETAWAY RIVER CRUISE
AMSTERDAM TO BASEL
July through December 

From $2,656 per person

With six guided tours in four countries 

Amsterdam, Kinderdijk, Cologne, Kiblenz & Rhine River cruising  
& Rudesheim, Heidelberg & Speyer, Strasbourg and Breisach 

8-DAY • LYON & PROVENCE RIVER CRUISE
LYON TO AVIGNON

July through November
From $2,656 per person

With seven guided tours

Lyon, Macon, Vienne and Rhone River cruising, Tournon,  
Viviers, Arles and Avignon

13-DAY • WATERWAYS OF THE TSARS 
RIVER CRUISE

ST. PETERSBURG TO MOSCOW
July through October
From $9,296 per person

With 11 guided tours

St. Petersburg (4 days), Svir River cruising & Mandrogy,  
Kizhi Island, Volga-Baltic Waterway cruising & Kuzino, Yaroslavl, 

Uglich, Moscow Canal cruising, Moscow (3 days)

VIKING RIVER CRUISES 
IN EUROPE

ALWAYS CHECK OUR PRICING & COMPLIMENTARY EXTRAS.

Call your Viking River Cruises experts at Travel Advisors 
of Los Gatos and ask about these and all Viking River 

Cruises worldwide itineraries.

Contact TRAVEL ADVISORS of LOS GATOS 
56 N. Santa Cruz Ave. 408.354.6531 

(Across from the historic Los Gatos Cinema)

TRAVEL ADVISORS OF 
LOS GATOS




